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Index of grammatical terms 

This index contains the English terms and expressions that have been used in the presentation of Greek grammar.  

In some cases, the same function can be found under two or more different entries; for instance, the Dative of purpose 
can be found both under Dative and under Purpose. This will help students to find the requested item more easily. Also, 
in some cases it makes more sense to name the grammatical item in the singular or in the plural, independently from 
whether the entry is in singular or plural; for instance, under the entry of Prepositions (it is customary to use the plural 
when introducing this concept) we find the sub-entry Lack of prep., obviously Lack of preposition, while further down 
we find the sub-entry Preps. of one case, obviously Prepositions of one case. The presence or absence of a final -s will 
make it clear.  

The numbers make reference to the numbered paragraphs, not to the pages.  

 
Accents   [4-5], [483-490] 
 Changes in the acc.  [485-487] 
 Position of the acc.  [483-484] 
 Types of acc.  [484] 
 Words with two accs.  [489] 
Accusative  [219-223] 
 Accusative absolute  [399-403] 
 Acc. as adverb  [108], [223] 
 Acc. as direct object  [219] 
 Acc. exclamative  [223] 
 Acc. of extension  [221], [254], [258] 
 Acc. of respect  [222] 
 Circumstantial acc.  [221-223] 
 Double acc.  [220], [480] 
 Function of acc.  [11] 
Active   [135], [137] 
Addressed object 
 Function of add. obj.  [10] 
Adjectives  [48-61] 
 Adjs. and contract declension  [51] 
 Adjs. as adverbs  [462] 
 Adjs. followed by dative  [264] 
 Adjs. followed by genitive  [263] 
 Adjs. followed by infinitive  [265] 
 Adjs. followed by participle  [265] 
 Adjs. in Homeric dialect  [504] 
 Adjs. of one ending  [60] 
 Dual in adjs.  [496] 
 Compound adjs.  [50] 
 First class of adjs.  [49-51] 
 General observations  [48] 
 Irregular adjs.  [59-60] 
 Personal construction with adjs.  [468] 
 Position of the adj.  [61] 

 Regime of adjs.  [263-265] 
 Second class of adjs.  [52-55] 
 Third class of adjs.  [56-58] 
 Verbal adjs.  [429-434] 
Adverbs   [106-121] 
 Advs. of place  [113-114] 
 Advs. of time  [112] 
 Affirmative advs.  [117] 
 Comparative of modal advs.  [109-110] 
 Indefinite advs.  [116] 
 Interrogative advs.  [115] 
 Modal advs.  [107-108] 
 Negative advs.  [118-119] 
 Prepositional advs.  [120-121] 
 Quantitative advs.  [111] 
 Superlative of modal advs.  [109-110] 
Agent object  [251] 
 Ag. obj. with verbal adjectives  [432] 
Agreement 
 Cases of unexpected agr.  [464-466] 
Alphabet  [1] 
Antecedent  
 Attraction of the ant.  [335] 
 Concept of ant.  [326] 
 Inclusion of the ant.  [336] 
 More than one ant.  [334] 
Aorist  
 A. in conditional clauses  [322] 
 A. infinitive in infinitive clauses  [358-359] 
 A. of potentiality  [270] 
 A. to express wishes  [279] 
 Gnomic a.  [474] 
Article   [14-18] 
 Accented art.  [18] 

 Accidence  [14] 
 Art. and adjective  [16-17] 
 Art. and adverb  [458] 
 Art. and participle  [16] 
 Art. and prepositional object  [458] 

 Art. and mevn ... dev  [18] 
 Art. in dual  [492] 
 Art. in Homeric dialect  [502] 
 Art. to indicate a change of subject  [18] 
 Omission of art.  [15] 
 Syntax  [15-18] 
 Use of art.  [15] 
Aspect   [134] 
Attic declension  [28] 
 Adjectives and Attic decl.  [51] 
Augment  [148-151] 
 Aug. in compound verbs  [150] 
 Aug. in Homeric dialect  [512] 
 Aug. instead of reduplication  [153-154] 
 Double aug.  [151] 
 Syllabic aug.  [148] 
 Temporal aug.  [148] 
Breathings  [5] 
Cases  
 Concept of c.  [9] 
 Name and order of cs.  [9] 
 Use: General observations  [216] 
Causal clauses  [294-295] 
Combinations of consonants  [2] 
Commands  [273-275] 
 Immediate commands  [275], [438] 
Comparative clauses  [339-343] 
Comparative of adjectives and adverbs  [67-72] 
 Additional meanings  [71] 
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 Comps. in Homeric dialect  [504] 
 Comp. of adverbs of place  [114] 
 Comp. of inferiority  [72] 
 Comp. of modal adverbs  [109-110] 
 Comp. with a number  [71] 
 Irregular formation  [69], [72] 
 Regular formation  [68] 
 Strange constructions with comp.  [471] 
 Syntactical construction  [70] 
Concessive clauses  [308-309] 
Conditional clauses  [316-325] 
 Eventual cond. cls.  [318-319] 
 Potential cond. cls.  [320] 
 Real cond. cls.  [317] 
 Repeated condition in the present  [324] 
 Repeated condition in the past  [325] 
 Unfulfilled past cond. cls.  [322] 
 Unfulfilled present cond. cls.  [321] 
 Variations in cond. cls.  [323] 
Contractions  [473] 
Consecutive clauses: see Result clauses 
Contract declension  [29] 
 Adjectives and contr. decl.  [51] 
Correlatives  [122-130] 
 Corr. adverbs  [122-124] 
 Corr. adjectives  [125-130], [469] 
Crasis   [6] 
Customary actions  [266] 
Dative   [228-233] 
 Adjectives followed by dat.  [264] 
 Adverbial dat.  [232] 
 Agent dat.  [231] 
 Causal dat.  [230] 
 Circumstantial dat.  [230-233] 
 Dat. as adverb  [108] 
 Dat. in comparative clauses  [343] 
 Dat. in infinitive clauses  [357] 
 Dat. indirect object  [228-229] 
 Dat. of interest  [229] 
 Dat. of manner  [232] 
 Dat. of measure  [233] 
 Dat. of reference  [233] 
 Ethic dat.  [229] 
 Function of dat.   [11] 
 Instrumental dat.  [230] 
 Possessive dat.  [228] 
 Verbs that rule dat.  [262] 
Declension 
 Accent in decls.  [487] 
 Concept of decl.  [12] 

 General observations  [19] 
1st declension  [20-24] 
 Dual in the 1st decl.  [493] 
2nd declension  [25-29] 
 Attic decl.  [28] 
 Contract decl.  [29] 
 Dual in the 2nd decl.  [494] 
 Feminine nouns  [26] 
 Neuter nouns  [27] 
 2nd decl. in Homeric dialect  [503] 
3rd declension  [30-47] 
 Standard endings  [30] 
 Consonant stems  [31-40] 
  Dental stems  [33] 
  Guttural stems  [31] 
  Labial stems  [31] 
  Liquid stems  [36-37] 
  Nasal stems  [33] 

  -nt- stems  [35] 
  Sigmatic stems  [38-40] 
 Dual in the 3rd decl.  [495] 
 Vowel stems  [41-46] 
  Diphthong stems  [43] 
  Single vowel stems  [41-42], [45-46] 
 Irregular nouns  [47] 
 3rd decl. in Homeric dialect  [503] 
Deictic iota  [73] 
Deponent verbs  [136] 
Diaeresis  [6] 
Diphthongs  [2] 
 Diphs. and accents  [4] 
 Diphs. and breathings  [5] 
Direct object 
 Accusative as dir. obj.  [219] 
 Function of dir. obj.  [10] 
Dual   [491-500] 
 D. in article  [492] 
 D. in declensions  [493-496] 
 D. in pronouns  [497] 
 D. in verbs  [498-500] 
Elision   [6] 
Enclitics   [488-490] 
 Enc. adverbs  [116] 
Endings 
 Use of ends.  [8], [12] 
Exhortations  [275-276] 
Fear clauses  [344-347], [436-437] 
 F. cls. concerning an action  [346] 
 F. cls. concerning the future  [345] 

 F. cls. concerning the present or past  [345] 
 Verbs that introduce f. cls.  [347] 
Feminine 
 Concept of fem.  [13] 
Future 
 Fut. infinitive in infinitive clauses  [359-360] 
Gender 
 Concept of gend.  [13] 
Genitive   [224-227] 
 Adjectives followed by gen.  [263] 
 Circumstantial gen.  [226-227] 
 Exclamatory genitive  [227] 
 Function of gen.  [11] 
 Gen. absolute  [394-398] 
 Gen. in infinitive clauses  [357] 
 Gen. of description  [225] 
 Gen. of price  [227] 
 Gen of relation  [224-225] 
 Gen. partitive  [226], [460] 
 Judicial gen.  [227] 
 Objective gen.  [225] 
 Position of the gen.  [224] 
 Subjective gen.  [225] 
 Verbs that rule gen.  [261] 
Hellenisms  [457-482] 
Homeric dialect  [501-515] 
 Adjectives in H. d.  [504] 
 Article in H. d.  [502] 
 Comparatives in H. d.  [504] 
 Conjunctions in H. d.  [514] 
 Declensions in H. d.  [503] 
 General remarks  [501] 
 Prepositions in H. d.  [508-509] 
 Pronouns in H. d.  [505-507] 
 Spelling in H. d.  [510] 
 Suffixes in H. d.  [511] 
 Superlatives in H. d.  [504] 
 Tmesis in H. d.  [513] 
 Verbal forms in H. d.  [512-513] 
Imperative  [133] 
 Imp. in conditional periods  [317], [319] 
 Uses of imp.  [273], [276] 
Imperfect 
 Imp. in conditional clauses  [321] 
 Imp. of potentiality  [269] 
 Imp. to express wishes  [278] 
 Special meaning of the imp.  [472] 
Indefinite clauses  [348-352] 
 Indef. cls. of repeated action  [348] 
 Indef. cls. of single action  [350] 
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Indefinite pronoun  [see under Pronouns] 
Indicative  [133] 
 Ind. in causal clauses  [295] 
 Ind. in fear clauses  [345] 
 Ind. in result clauses  [310] 
Indirect object 
 Dative as ind. obj.  [228] 
 Function of ind. obj.  [10] 
Indirect speech  [411-428] 
 Ind. command clauses  [422] 
 Indirect questions  [423-425] 
 Ind. statement clauses  [412-421] 
 Participles in ind. sp.  [404-405] 
 Subordinate clauses in ind. sp.  [426-428] 
Infinitive  [133] 
 Adjectives followed by inf.  [265] 
 Declension of the inf.  [363] 
 Inf. absolute  [367] 
 Inf. clauses  [355-371] 
 Inf. clauses in indirect speech  [416-418] 
 Inf. endings in Homeric dialect  [513] 
 Inf. for result clauses  [311] 
 Inf. imperative  [368] 
 Inf. in fear clauses  [346] 
 Inf. in temporal clauses  [304] 
 Inf. to express purpose  [299] 
 Inf. with article  [362-363] 
 Inf. with two negatives  [440-442] 
 Inf. with verbs of negative idea 
    [364-365], [441] 

 Inf. with a[n  [369-371] 
 Personal construction with inf.  [467] 
Iota    [3] 
 Adscript iota  [3] 
 Subscript iota  [3] 
Letters   [1] 
 Capital letters  [1], [3], [5] 
Masculine 
 Concept of masc.  [13] 
Middle   [135-137] 
Moods 
 Definition of moods  [133] 
 Formation of moods  [138] 
Negatives 
 Combination of negs.  [435-442] 
 Compound negs.  [119], [436] 
 Neg. infinitive clauses  [356] 
 Neg. pronouns  [101-105] 
 Repetition of the negative  [366] 

Neuter 
 Concept of neuter  [13] 
Nominative 
 Function of Nom.  [11] 
 Nom. as predicative object  [217] 
 Nom. as subject  [217] 
 Nom. instead of vocative  [217] 
Numerals  [62-66] 
 Cardinals  [62-64] 
 Compound nums.  [64] 
 Declension of nums.  [63] 
 Multiplicatives  [66] 
 Ordinals  [65] 
Optative  [133] 
 Oblique opt.  [290-293] 
 Opt. to express wishes  [277] 
 Opt. in causal clauses  [295] 
 Opt. in conditional clauses  [320], [325] 
 Opt. in indefinite clauses  [349], [351-352] 
 Opt. in purpose clauses  [297] 
 Potential opt.  [267-268], [274] 
Participle  [133] 
 Adjectives followed by part.  [265], [393] 
 Aorist part.  [388] 
 Attributive participle  [372-377] 
 Circumstantial participle  [378-383] 
 English terms equivalent to Greek parts. [377] 
 Future part.  [386-387] 
 Impersonality of the part.  [384] 
 Part. and negatives  [375], [381] 
 Part. clauses  [372-410] 
 Part. construction in indirect speech [419-421] 
 Part. with article  [372-377] 
 Part. with causal meaning [382], [396], [409] 
 Part. with comparative meaning  [382], [401] 
 Part. with concessive meaning 
   [309], [396], [401], [408] 
 Part. with conditional meaning  [381] 
 Part. with objects  [374] 
 Part. with potential meaning  [406] 
 Part. with purpose meaning  [298], [387] 

 Part. with a[n  [404-410] 
 Part. without article  [378-383] 
 Part. without noun  [373] 
 Perfect part.  [389] 
 Position of the part.  [373] 
 Present part.  [385] 
 Temporal correlation of the part.  [385-389] 
 Verbs that need a part.  [390-392] 

Particles   [443-456] 
Passive   [135-137] 
 Virtual pass.  [477] 
Personal construction  [289], [467-468] 
Place expressions  [255-258] 
Polite requests  [268] 
Possessive object 
 Function of poss. obj.  [10] 
Potential actions  [267-272] 
 Future potentiality  [267-268] 
 Potential relative sentences  [406] 
 Potentiality in the past  [270] 
 Present potentiality  [269] 
Predicative object 
 Case of pred. obj.  [10], [217] 
 Function of pred. obj.  [10] 
Prepositions  [234-251] 
 Alteration of the prep. in compound verbs 
   [150] 
 General observations  [234] 
 Lack of prep.  [10] 
 Meaning of the prep. in compound verbs 
   [213-214] 
 Preps. in Homeric dialect  [508-509] 
 Preps. of one case  [235-242] 
 Preps. of two cases  [243-246] 
 Preps. of three cases  [247-251] 
Present  
 Pres. infinitive in infinitive clauses  [358-359] 
Prohibitions  [276] 
Prolepsis  [415], [425] 
Pronouns  [73-105] 
 Anaphoric pron.  [82] 
 Demonstrative prons.  [73-75] 
  Demonstrative prons. in Homeric dialect 
    [506] 
  Gender of the demonstrative prons.  [75] 
  Qualitative demonstrative pron.  [125] 
  Quantitative demonstrative pron.  [126] 
 Dual in prons.  [497] 
 Identity prons.  [83], [461] 
 Indefinite prons.  [90-100] 
  Indefinite relative pron.  [90-92] 
  Indefinite pron. in indirect questions [92] 
 Interrogative prons.  [87-88] 
  Interrogative pron. in Homeric dialect 
    [507] 
  Main interrogative pron.  [87] 
  Qualitative interrogative pron.  [88] 
  Quantitative interrogative pron.  [88] 
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  Selective interrogative pron.  [88] 
 Negative prons.  [101-105] 
 Personal prons.  [76-77] 
  Personal prons. in Homeric dialect  [505] 
 Possessive prons.  [78-80] 
  Possessive prons. in Homeric dialect 
    [506] 
  Possessive pron. replaced by genitive of 
   personal pron.  [80] 
 Reciprocal pron.  [81] 
 Reflexive prons.  [84-86] 
  Indirect reflexive pron.  [86] 
 Relative pron.  [89-92] 
  Attraction of the antecedent  [335] 
  Attraction of the relative pron.  [332] 
  Connective relative pron.  [331] 
  General use of the relative pron. 
    [326-330] 
  Inclusion of the antecedent  [336] 
  Indefinite relative pron.  [90-92], [352] 
  Lack of antecedent  [333] 
  More than one antecedent  [334] 
  Possessive relative pron.  [329] 
  Relative pron. in Homeric dialect  [507] 
  Relative pron. with prepositions  [330] 
  Qualitative relative pron. 
    [125], [469], [477] 
  Quantitative relative pron.  [126], [469] 
Pronunciation  [1] 
 Pro. of combinations of consonants  [2] 
 Pro. of diphthongs  [2] 
 Pro. of letters  [1] 
Proviso clauses  [353-354] 
Punctuation marks  [7] 
Purpose clauses  [296-299] 
Questions  [280-283] 
 Adjectival qu.  [283] 
 Adverbial qu.  [283] 
 Deliberative qu.  [281-282] 
 Double qu.  [280] 
 Simple qu.  [280] 
Real actions  [266] 
Reduplication  [152-154] 
 Attic red.  [153] 
 Augment instead of red.  [153-154] 
Relative clauses  [326-338] 

 Attraction of the antecedent  [335] 
 Attraction of the relative  [332] 
 Connective relative  [331] 
 General notions  [326-330] 
 Inclusion of the antecedent  [336] 
 Indefinite rel. cls.  [352] 
 Lack of agreement in number  [338] 
 Lack of antecedent  [333] 
 More than one antecedent  [334] 
 Possessive relative  [329] 
 Relative with prepositions  [330] 
Result clauses  [310-315] 
Simple clauses  [266-289] 
Subject 
 Case of subj.  [10], [217] 
 Function of subj.  [10] 
Subjunctive  [133] 
 Iussive subj.  [275] 
 Subj. in conditional clauses  [318], [324] 
 Subj. in deliberative questions  [281] 
 Subj. in fear clauses  [345] 
 Subj. in indefinite clauses  [348-350], [352] 
 Subj. in purpose clauses  [296] 
 Subj. in temporal clauses  [306-307] 
Suffixes in Homeric dialect  [511] 
Superlative  [67-72] 
 Irregular formation  [69], [72] 
 Regular formation  [68] 
 Sups. in Homeric dialect  [504] 
 Sup. of adverbs of place  [114] 
 Sup. of inferiority  [72] 
 Sup. of modal adverbs  [109-110] 

 Sup. preceded by wJ~  [71] 
 Syntactical construction  [70] 
Syntactical functions  [8], [10] 
 Syn. funcs. and cases  [11] 
Temporal clauses  [300-307] 
 Indefinite temp. cl.  [307] 
Tenses 
 Definition of ts.  [132] 
 Deponent ts.  [182-184] 
  Middle future with active meaning  [182] 
  Middle future with pass. meaning [184] 
  Passive aorist with active meaning  [183] 
 Double ts.  [189] 
 Formation of ts.  [137] 

 Perfect with present meaning  [185-187] 
 Present with perfect meaning  [188] 
 Strong ts.  [174-181] 
  Root aorist  [178-179] 
  Strong aorist active and middle  [175-177] 
  Strong aorist passive  [181] 
  Strong future active and middle [180] 
  Strong future passive  [181] 
  Strong perfect and pluperfect  [180] 
Time expressions  [252-254] 
Tmesis   [513] 
Verbs 
 Accent in vs.  [486] 
 Compound vs.  [213-215] 
 Consonantal vs.  [ 167-170] 
  Dental vs.  [170] 
  Guttural vs.  [169] 
  Labial vs.  [168] 
 Contract vs.  [155-166] 
  Contract vs. in Homeric dialect  [513] 
 Dual in vs.  [498-500] 
 Impersonal vs.  [284-289], [402] 
 Irregularities  [211-212] 
 Liquid vs.  [171-173] 
 Non contract vs.  [141-147] 
 Peculiar constructions  [211-212] 
 Principal parts  [140] 
 Regime of vs.  [214], [259-262] 
 Stem vs.  [204-210] 
 Types of vs.  [139] 

 Vs. in -w  [141-190] 

 Vs. in -mi  [191-210] 
 Vs. that rule dative  [262] 
 Vs. that rule genitive  [261] 
 Vs. with reduplication in the present [192-201] 

 Vs. with suffix -nu- in the present  [202-203] 
Vocative  [218] 
 Function of voc.  [11] 
 Lack of voc.  [14] 
 Nominative instead of voc.  [217] 
Voices   [135] 
Wishes   [277-279] 
 W. for the future  [277] 
 W. for the present  [278] 
 W. for the past  [279] 
Words easily confused  [516-517]


